
DAZZLING OCEANIA

Explore Sydney on this tour designed to give well-deserved 
attention to an incredible destination that would otherwise be 
missed. This post-cruise tour is the ultimate accessory to a 

remarkable trip.

INCLUSIONS
• 1 night at the 4-star 

PARKROYAL Darling Harbour 
Hotel with Breakfast

• Sightseeing excursions as 
specified in itinerary, including 
entrance fees

• Professional tour guide(s)

• Exclusive Go Next Program 
Manager and hospitality desk

• Transfers between cruise ship, 
hotel, and airport,* with related 
luggage handling 

*FOR GUESTS BOOKING THEIR 
OWN AIRFARE: Airport transfers are 
only applicable on program dates. 
You must provide your complete flight 
details to Go Next 30 days prior to 
departure in order to ensure airport 
transfers. 

Explore Sydney, the vivacious capital of New South 
Wales, where verdant parks, charming historic districts, 

and a beautiful harbor dotted with sails provide a 
contrast to the city’s  booming downtown area. Founded 

in 1788, Australia’s oldest city has blossomed into a 
refreshingly modern metropolis that boasts a lively 

waterfront, world-class restaurants, glittering beaches, 
and iconic architectural attractions.

Sydney 
Go Beyond Exclusive
Post-Cruise Program

March 10-11, 2024
$999 PER PERSON, DOUBLE OCCUPANCY
$1,199, SINGLE, SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY



March 10

March 11

PARKROYAL DARLING 
HARBOUR HOTEL
Conveniently located in the heart 
of Sydney, the PARKROYAL 
Darling Harbour boasts beautiful 
harbor views and world-famous 
nearby attractions. Take a stroll 
down to the picturesque Cockle 
Bay, enjoy a coffee at one of its 
quaint cafés or sip a cocktail at 
ABODE. Enjoy luxury at its finest 
in this beautiful Australian hotel.

Disembark Regatta in Sydney and take an included 
morning sightseeing tour of Sydney, Australia’s largest city, 
with a visit to the famous Opera House†. Visit the vibrant 
Bondi Junction, a cosmopolitan shopping center in the 
heart of the Eastern Suburbs, then see Victorian-terraced 
Paddington, the exclusive suburbs of Rose Bay and 
Double Bay, and spectacular Pacific Ocean views from 
The Gap. Pass by the eclectic and famous nightlife district 
of Kings Cross and visit the Royal Botanical Gardens. See 
the Conservatorium of Music and Mrs. Macquarie’s Chair; 
this historic chair carved out of a rock ledge provides 
spectacular views of the harbor. Tour the iconic Sydney 
Opera House†, a UNESCO World Heritage site and one 
of the world’s most distinctive buildings, and then see The 
Rocks, Sydney’s oldest preserved colonial district. 

After the tour's end, transfer to the 4-star PARKROYAL 
Darling Harbour Hotel in Sydney. Spend the remainder of 
the day at your leisure.

After breakfast, transfer to the airport* for your return flight 
home. 

Mobility: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking, numerous stairs, 
as well as uneven terrain, and may not be suitable for those with walking 
difficulties. †The Sydney Opera House Tour includes up to 200 steps.


